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CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND

COURT SERVICES ACT 2000

EXPLANATORY NOTES

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY

Part III: Dealing with Offenders

20. This part of the Act deals with community sentences. It provides for the renaming
of some existing orders, for the creation of two new orders, for new warning and
punishment measures for breach of orders and for new conditions to be attached to
community sentences, and to prisoners on release from custody. It also provides for
new police powers in relation to drug testing, and amends the Bail Act 1976.

Renaming certain community orders: Section 43, 44 and 45

21. It is the government’s view that the existing names of community orders are not easily
understood. Therefore, probation orders, community service orders and combination
orders will be renamed community rehabilitation orders, community punishment orders
and community punishment and rehabilitation orders respectively. The new names are
intended to reflect the functions and aims of the service as set out in Sections 1 and
2 of the Act.

Electronic Monitoring: Sections 46, 50, 51, 52, 62, 63, and 65

22. The Criminal Justice Act 1991 made provision for court ordered curfews that could
be monitored electronically. The Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994 amended
the 1991 Act to enable this provision to be piloted in selected areas before being
implemented nationally. From 1995, electronic monitoring of curfew orders was piloted
in various areas of the country. The Crime (Sentences) Act 1997 amended the 1991 Act
so that the offender’s consent was not required for electronic monitoring to be carried
out. On the basis of these successful trials, the arrangements were made available
nationally from 1st December 1999.

23. In addition, the 1997 Act enabled trials to begin in 1998 for the electronic monitoring
of curfew orders imposed on persistent petty offenders, fine defaulters, and offenders
aged 10 to 15 years old. Electronic monitoring of curfews imposed as a condition of
bail was also the subject of a pilot scheme in 1998 and 1999. Electronically monitored
curfew orders for 10 to 15 year olds will be rolled out nationally on 1 February 2001.
No decision has yet been taken on the future of the remaining uses.

24. The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 amended the Criminal Justice Act 1991 so as to
provide for certain categories of prisoner to spend part of their sentence on Home
Detention Curfew subject to a risk assessment. The provisions came into operation in
January 1999 and compliance is also being monitored electronically.

25. Electronic Monitoring is delivered by the private sector. Following trials of curfew
orders, new five-year contracts were issued to the private sector in 1999. In the first
year of the contract (28 January 1999 to 31 January 2000), electronic monitoring was
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used in 19,642 cases. Of these, 84.5% (16,589) were prisoners on Home Detention
Curfew, and 13.1% (2,568) were curfew orders made under the Criminal Justice Act
1991 (others account for the remaining 2.4% (471)). As at May 2000 the completion
rate of the Home Detention Curfew scheme was around 94% and is estimated around
90% for all other forms of electronic monitoring.

26. This Part of the Act provides for the extension of electronic monitoring. It creates a new
disposal – an exclusion order – which can be used as a free-standing sentence or as a
requirement of a community penalty. This order will require an offender to stay away
from a certain place or places at certain times. Such monitoring is aimed at offenders
who present a particular danger or nuisance to a particular victim or particular victims.

27. These Sections will allow for curfew and/or exclusion requirements to be a condition of
a community penalty. In addition, they make provisions for the electronic monitoring of
these exclusion/curfew requirements as well as allowing for the electronic monitoring
of any other requirement of a community order.

28. These Sections also make provision for electronic monitoring to be imposed where
offenders are released from custody. They explicitly provide for the electronic
monitoring of exclusion or curfew requirements where offenders are subject to licence
or Notice of Supervision, and establish the power of the Secretary of State to
monitor electronically the movements of such offenders whilst subject to post-release
supervision.

29. This part of the Act also makes a change to the existing Home Detention Curfew
scheme. It excludes sex offenders subject to the notification requirements of Part I of
the Sex Offenders Act 1997 from the scheme.

Drug Testing: Sections 47, 48, 49, 57, 58, 63, 64 and 70

30. The government believes that there is a clear link between drug misuse, particularly
heroin and cocaine/crack, with crime, particularly acquisitive crime. Research evidence
indicates that getting drug misusers into treatment can considerably reduce both their
illegal use of drugs and their offending behaviour. Testing will help identify those
who need treatment. Identifying drug misusing offenders at every stage in the criminal
justice system is now a prime objective of the crime reduction strategy and is intended
to make a contribution to the overall drugs strategy.

31. The powers provided for in the Act will build upon drug testing already being carried
out through the Drug Treatment and Testing Order, provided for under Sections 61 to
64 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, and drug testing in prison, carried out under
Section 16A of the Prison Act 1952.

32. The Act provides for the compulsory drug testing of offenders and alleged offenders
at various points of the criminal justice system. The new powers will allow for drug
testing:

• after charge with a relevant offence, or where a police officer of at least the rank of
Inspector has reasonable grounds to suspect a link between an offence with which a
person has been charged and the misuse of a specified Class A drug, and authorises
the taking of the sample at the police station, with a view to informing subsequent
bail decisions of a court and referral to a drug worker;

• after conviction but before sentence, where the court is considering passing a
community sentence

after conviction of a relevant offence, with the offender being subject to a
community sentence containing a drug testing requirement;

after release from prison on licence or Notice of Supervision, where the
offender was serving a sentence imposed in respect of a relevant offence.
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33. In addition, when making a decision about bail the court is also to have regard to drug
misuse. Courts are also to be given a new free-standing community sentence – the
Drug Abstinence Order – and will be placed under an express duty to have regard to a
defendant’s drug misuse when considering the exercise of their bail discretion.

34. The provisions apply to offenders and alleged offenders aged 18 and over.

Breach of community orders: Sections 53, 54 and 55

35. The revised National Standards for the supervision of offenders in the community,
which came into force on 1 April 2000, set the standards to which offenders are
supervised in the community and the action that will be taken if they fail to comply
with their sentence. The purpose of these measures is to enhance compliance with
community sentences by creating a statutory warning to reinforce the new National
Standards and by introducing a certain and consistent penalty for breach of an order.
The new National Standards provide that offenders will be issued with a maximum
of one warning for an unacceptable failure to comply with a community sentence in
any 12 month period, rather than, as previously, two warnings. The Act would put this
warning on a statutory basis. Where a further breach of the order occurs, the court will
have to determine whether it considers it likely that the offender will comply with the
requirements of the order if it remains in force. If not then, unless there are exceptional
circumstances, it must impose a sentence of imprisonment. Otherwise the court must
impose a further community penalty.

36. The Access to Justice Act 1999 gave the Crown Court the power (now consolidated
in the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000) to direct that any breach
proceedings in respect of a community sentence imposed by the Crown Court should
be heard in that court, on a summons issued by a justice. The Act provides the Crown
Court with a power to issue a summons or a warrant where an offender fails to appear
in answer to the original summons.

Final Warning Scheme: Section 56

37. Reprimands and final warnings were introduced under the Crime and Disorder Act
1998 to replace cautions for young offenders. The final warning scheme is designed
to end repeat cautioning and ensure effective intervention programmes to help prevent
re-offending.

38. Experience has shown that the effect of a reprimand or warning can be significantly
enhanced by delivering it as part of a restorative process involving the young offender,
the parents and, where appropriate, the victim. Guidance has been issued to the police
encouraging this restorative approach.

39. In order to facilitate the restorative approach there are two measures, the first amending
the 1998 Act to give flexibility to allow reprimands and warnings to be given away from
the police station and the other amending the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 to
allow for release on bail pending the administration of the reprimand or final warning.

Abolition of sentences of detention in a young offender institution and custody
for life: Sections 59 and 61

40. The sentence of detention in a young offender institution (DYOI) was originally
available for all those under the age of 21. The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 replaced
the Secure Training Order and detention in a young offender institution for under 18s
with the Detention and Training Order, implemented in April 2000. This leaves the
sentence of DYOI available only for the 18-20 age group. However, as it is now widely
accepted that 18, and not 21, is the age of majority, the government’s view is that there
is no logic in having a separate sentence for those aged between 18 and 20 years old,
and those aged 21 and over.
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41. Abolition of the sentence of detention in a young offender institution will remove the
need for separation between those aged 18-20 and those aged 21 and over. This will
enable the Prison Service to manage its estate more efficiently and provide young adult
offenders with access to a wider range of regime activities.

42. As a corollary of this, it should be noted that in the case of an offender aged between
18 and 20 who would have been sentenced to life imprisonment if aged 21 or over, the
court must currently pass a sentence of custody for life. Since the separate custodial
sentence for 18 to 20 year olds of detention in a young offender institution is being
abolished, the need for a separate life sentence provision no longer exists.

Life sentences: tariffs: Section 60

43. On 16 December 1999, the European Court of Human Rights announced its conclusions
in the cases of T v. UK and V v. UK - proceedings brought by Robert Thompson and Jon
Venables who had been convicted in 1993 of having, at the age of 10, murdered James
Bulger. Amongst other things, the Court concluded that it was not compatible with
Article 6 of the Convention for the Home Secretary to set tariffs in cases of detention
during Her Majesty’s pleasure. This sentence must be passed where an offender is
convicted of having committed murder under the age of 18. The tariff represents the
minimum period that must be served by a life sentence prisoner before they can be
considered for release.

44. In response to this finding by the Court, Section 60 makes provision for the sentencing
court to set the tariff in these cases in the future.

Sexual and violent offenders: Section 66, 67, 68, 69 and Schedule 5

45. The provisions in this part of the Act seek to tighten existing protections and create new
protections against sexual and violent offenders.

46. The proposed measures fall into three main categories.

• Changes to Part I of the Sex Offenders Act 1997 to amend its provisions and
increase the penalties for failing to comply with them. These are additional
safeguards to the Act which are being dealt with in advance of a major review of
Part I of the Act announced in July 2000

• Making statutory arrangements for risk management jointly by the police and
probation services. These provisions will also provide a framework for guidance on
the publication of information on arrangements for managing risk and other matters
by these bodies. In addition, the framework for victim consultation and notification
in respect of serious sexual and violent offenders will be placed on a statutory basis.

• Finally the measures include a new sex offender restraining order to be available
to senior courts in certain circumstances.
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